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The collection of  made-to-measure mirrors
inspired by the past

[mirrors]

Pescetta presents the New Collection of  
Made-to-Measure Mirrors to be 

personalized in any detail.

With brass or iron frame and panelled mirror they 
replicate early 20th century Art Déco and 

Industrial mirrors.

Thanks to many customizable details each mirror will be 
a unique handmade piece, characterized by high 

quality materials of Made in Italy standard. 
Realization timing 20 working days.

World-wide shipping. 

Design your own next mirror

Customize the Frame
Define Shape, Size and Material. 
Choose between Brass and Iron and your favourite finishing.

Iron can be industrial, gold or silver.
Brass can be shiny or vintage effect.

Personalize the mirror
Divide the mirror into panels if you wish, then choose the kind 
of mirror : Classic or Aged effect.

Add accessories such as lights, hangers or studs.
. 

Brass Frame Mirrors

With frame made of brass, mitred
corners, panelled mirror and brass
buttons at panels intersections,
these mirrors replicate the idea of
early 20th century Art Déco or
Parisian cafè mirrors.
They suit both modern spaces
which need a touch of elegance
and very classic locations which
need a wall decoration in line with
the atmosphere.

Customizable details

Frame: shape, size and finishing :
shiny brass or vintage effect brass.
Mirror: panelled, aged effect,
classic, grinding
Accessories: hangers, studs, lights.
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Classic and panelled mirror
Dark Brass Frame
Round and convex studs

Classic and panelled mirror
Light brass Frame
Round and convex studs

Iron Frame Mirrors

Aged effect and panelled mirror
Silver Effect Iron frame
Round studs

Aged effect mirror
Industrial iron frame
Diamond shape studs

Classic mirror with grinding
Gold foil iron frame

Not only industrial-style-lovers will
appreciate these mirrors.
The gold or silver finishing allows the mix
of iron frame with contemporary and
elegant interiors seeking for eclectic
and glam effect.

Customizable details
Frame: shape, size and finishing :
industrial style, gold or silver.
Mirror: panelled, aged effect, classic,
grinding
Accessories: hangers, studs, lights.




